
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BARBER SHOP 
 

Personnel performing or attempting to perform services are currently licensed. §601(1)/1104(1) 

All licenses are properly displayed in a prominent place visible to the public. §1111(4) 
A barber shop shall be completely portioned from a dwelling and shall not be occupied for lodging 
or residential purposes. §1111(2) 

Operating in an unsanitary manner; failure to abide by sanitation standards set forth in rules 
authorized under this article. §1118(c) 

Willfully violating the health and safety rules of any political subdivision. §1118(d) 

*Hiring or permitting an unlicensed person or student to work in a barbershop as a barber or 
permitting an unlicensed person or student to attend barber college as a student. §1118(h) 

Operating as a barber from premises not licensed under this article, except as otherwise 
provided in this article. §1118(i) 
All premises used by the Licensee shall be maintained in a clean, safe, and sanitary condition. 
The premises shall be free from all of the following (a) Dust, (b) Mold, (c) Mildew, (d) Insects, (e) 
Rodents, (f) Vermin (g) and other sources of contamination or potential causes of health or safety 
hazards or nuisances. 

 
R 31(1)(a-g) 

Floors, walls, ceilings, fixtures and furnishings shall be kept clean. Open windows and doors 
shall be screened to prevent the entry of insects. R 31(2) 

Waste containers shall be cleaned and disinfected at least once every 24 hours and shall be 
large enough to contain 1 day’s accumulation of waste unless lined with a plastic bag that is 
disposed of each time the waster container is emptied. 

R 31(2) 

Barbering equipment and supplies stored separately from storage for any other purpose. Soiled 
towels or rubbish are not allowed to accumulate on the premises or adjacent areas. Used towel 
and rubbish storage must not be adjacent to storage for clean supplies.  Covered containers or 
cabinets must be provided for clean supplies that are not wrapped for sanitation. 

R 31(3) 

Soiled, used towels or rubbish shall not be allowed to accumulate on the premises or in adjacent 
areas. Used towel and rubbish storage shall not be adjacent to storage for clean supplies. 
Covered containers or cabinets shall be provided for supplies which are not wrapped for 
sanitation. 

 
R 31(3) 

Toilet facilities shall be furnished on the premises unless public toilet facilities are reasonably 
available. R 31(4) 

Licensed premises shall have stationary washbasins located within the licensed 
premises. Each basin shall be connected to a pressurized water system with hot and cold 
running water and with adequate drainage and disposal of waste. In disposal system or 
septic tank. Washbasins shall not be in a restroom or out of view of the work area where 
services are performed. 

 
R 31(5) 

Licensed premises must be in compliance with all regulations of the political subdivision in 
which they are located and with state and federal building codes, health regulation, and 
fire safety regulations. 

 R 31(6) 

Before being used on a patron, tools and equipment shall be wiped clean and sanitized using 
ultraviolet light from a germicidal lamp that has a strength not less than 15 watts. (b) Thoroughly 
washing the equipment in a detergent solution and placing the rinsed equipment in a container 
holding a chemical sanitizing agent. (c) Sharp edged tools shall be wiped with a 70% alcohol 
solution. 

 
R 33(1)(a-c) 

When not in use equipment shall be stored in drawers or covered containers. R 33(2) 

The reuse of un-sanitized finger bowls, common powder puffs, common sponges, and paper and 
cotton items is prohibited, such items shall be sanitized before use or shall be discarded. 

 
R 33(4) 

 
 

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BARBER SHOP (CONT.) 
Small items of equipment, including combs, brushes, rollers, clips, pins, head coverings, caps, 
permanent waving rods, protectors, and supplies shall be maintained in a sanitary condition and 
shall be stored in covered containers. 

 
R 33(5) 

The use or storage on license premises of styptic pencils, lump aluminum, or drops, washes, and 
treatment of the eyes is prohibited; Only powdered or liquid astringent applied on a clean towel, 
cotton or gauze may be used to stop bleeding. 

 
R 35(1); (2) 

(1) A clean, fresh paper or cloth towel shall be used for each patron. (2) A headrest on a barber 
chair shall be covered with clean, fresh paper or cloth before each use. (3) A hair cloth or cape 
shall be used on each patron. A clean towel or sanitary paper or cloth neck strip shall be placed 
around the neck. (4) After being used on a patron, the towel or neck strip must be placed in a 
covered container with a hinged door or lid. (5) Creams and other semisolid substances be 
covered when not in use and must be removed from their containers with spatulas. Fluids or 
powders used on a patron must be applied from a bottle or shaker-type dispenser. (6) Wash 
hands before each patron and shall make all reasonable attempts to prevent the spread of 
communicable diseases or skin lesions. 

 
R 37(1-6) 

Adhere to proper blood spill procedures. R 39(1)(a-f); (2) 
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